Semi-physiologically based pharmacokinetic modeling of paclitaxel metabolism and in silico-based study of the dynamic sensitivities in pathway kinetics.
To build a semi-physiologically based pharmacokinetic model describing the uptake, metabolism and efflux of paclitaxel and its metabolites and investigate the effect of hypothetical genetic polymorphisms causing reduced uptake, metabolism or efflux in the pathway by model simulation and sensitivity analysis. A previously described intracellular pharmacokinetic model was used as a starting point for model development. Kinetics for metabolism, transport, binding and systemic and output compartments were added to mimic a physiological model with hepatic elimination. Model parameters were calibrated using constraints postulated as ratios of concentrations and amounts of metabolites and drug in the systemic plasma and output compartments. The sensitivity in kinetic parameters was tested using dynamic sensitivity analysis. Predicted plasma concentrations of drug and metabolites were in the range of what has been observed in clinical studies. Given the final model, plasma concentrations of paclitaxel seems to be relatively little affected by changes in metabolism or transport, while its main metabolite may be largely affected even by small changes. If metabolites prove to be clinically relevant, genetic polymorphisms may play an important role for individualizing paclitaxel treatment.